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ABSTRACT

The discovery of arrestin-mediated biased signalling mechanisms for mammalian G-protein
coupled receptors (GPCRs) has revolutionized the field over the last decade. Now, with the
recent demonstration of a role for α-arrestins in internalization of the yeast pheromone GPCR,
Ste2p, the possibility of arrestin-mediated alternate GPCR functionalities in yeast also follows.
Here, the effects of knockout and complementation of yeast α-arrestin expression during mating
are reported. While minor effects on classical pheromone-related signalling are noted for a few
arrestins, much stronger effects were observed downstream of cell cycle arrest, in particular
linking Ldb19 (Art1) to mediation of zygote formation. Subsequent phenotypic observations
linked this activity to more pronounced projection formation in an Art1 complemented noncuple
α-arrestin knockout line, compared to the knockout-line alone, or either of the Art3 or Art6
complemented lines. Together with the observation of ligand-stimulated localization of Art1GFP to the mating projection, a possible role for this arrestin-like protein in projection formation
is supported. While leaving the full mechanism of alternate Art1 functionality to be elucidated,
together these findings implicate Art1 in selective regulation of mating events downstream of
receptor internalization and cell cycle arrest, leading to schmoo and ultimately zygote formation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Recent reports have highlighted the existence of important alternate G-protein coupled
receptor (GPCR)–linked signaling functionalities for mammalian β-arrestins (reviewed in
(Kenakin and Christopoulos, 2013; Reiter et al., 2012)). Arrestins, better known for their role in
mediating GPCR internalization and recycling/degradation, have now been shown, under certain
circumstances, to mediate GPCR signal transduction by linking to RAF/ERK, RhoA, PP2A and
PI3K associated pathways. These alternate functionalities are linked to many of the known side
effects associated with GPCR-related pharmaceuticals today.
In Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae), the GPCRs Ste2p and Ste3p, are known to
mediate mating responses through binding of opposite mating type pheromones (Xue et al.,
2008; Ladds et al., 2005). The classical Ste2p signal transduction pathway, like the mammalian
systems, includes G-protein activation and stimulation of MAPK cascades, culminating in cell
cycle arrest (Figure 1). With opposite mating types arrested at the same cell cycle stage, mating
events are subsequently initiated including projection formation and agglutination, followed by
cell fusion (plasmogamy and karyogamy) to form a diploid zygote.
Interestingly, a review of the literature highlights evidence supporting the possibility of
alternate functionalities for Ste2p in mating events downstream of cell cycle arrest. Reports
going back decades include, demonstrations of roles for pheromone gradients in projection
formation (Segall, 1993; Barkai et al., 1998), a need for high concentrations of pheromone in
prezygote cell fusion (Brizzio et al., 1996; Elia and Marsh, 1996) and observations of
localization of the receptor to the mating projection (Jackson et al., 1991). As well, inhibition of
mating projection formation and subsequent mating events in Ste2p null yeast, that otherwise
maintain strong G-protein mediated cell cycle arrest functionalities (Schrick et al., 1997;
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Whiteway et al., 1990) has also been reported. More recently selective site directed mutants of
Ste2p have been shown to yield reduced mating efficiency, but with essentially normal cell cycle
arrest (Shi et al., 2007, 2009). While direct evidence is still lacking due to difficulties addressing
the redundancy associated with a single receptor mediating two temporally distinct steps in the
same process, the possibility of alternate GPCR-linked signaling in yeast can no longer be
ignored.
This is particularly true in light of the recent demonstration of a direct interaction
between yeast arrestin-like proteins and Ste2p in internalization events (Alvaro et al., 2014). A
family of 10 arrestin-like proteins, termed α-arrestins is known to be expressed in S. cerevisiae.
Reports have indicated that these α-arrestins are involved in the ubiquitination and endocytosis
of various yeast membrane proteins (Lin et al., 2008; Nikko et al., 2008; Nikko and Pelham,
2009; Hatakeyama et al., 2010; O’Donnell, 2012; Becuwe et al., 2012; Merhi and Andre, 2012).
Most recently, this was demonstrated for Ste2p, with Art1 (Ldb19), Art4 (Rod1) and Art7
(Rog3) all being implicated in modulation of receptor internalization (Alvaro et al., 2014).
In this report, the possibility of a role for α-arrestins in mediating alternate mating-related
functionalities downstream of cell cycle arrest is investigated. Deletional-analyses highlight
moderate, but statistically relevant decreases in zygote formation, with expression of Art1
rescuing this mating defect. Phenotypic characterization highlights recovery of more pronounced
projection formation in Art1 complemented cells. Localization analyses further demonstrated
selective sequestration of this same arrestin to the projection at one hour post-ligand induction.
While highlighting alternate functionalities for Art1, the mechanism by which Art1 mediates
projection and zygote formation remains to be elucidated.
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1. MATERIALS AND METHODS
2.1 Chemicals. All chemical were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich unless otherwise noted below.
CSM-His-Ura, CSM-Leu-Ura and CSM-His-Leu-Ura were obtained from MP Biomedicals,
USA. Bacto-Agar, Bacto-Tryptone and Bacto–Yeast Extract were from BD, Canada. CSM-LysMet was obtained from Sunrise Science products, USA. Mutagenic primers were obtained from
Integrated DNA Technologies Inc. (USA).
2.2 Strains and plasmids. Escherichia coli strain DH5α and Top10 cells were used as hosts to
propagate and amplify plasmids for different experiments. All yeast strains used in this study are
described in the Table 1 with their relevant genotype and source. Arrestin expression plasmids
were based on the YCplac 111CEN LEU2 or YCplac33CEN URA3 vectors, with individual
arrestins expressed from their own promoters as described elsewhere (Nikko and Pelham, 2009).
Plasmid pSB234, containing the FUS1-lacZ β galactosidase reporter was used to measure MAPK
signal transduction activity of the receptor (Jin et al., 2008). Target arrestin genes were
recombined into the pAG426Gal-GFP (Addgene; 14203, Cambridge, MA, USA) vectors
according to Gateway specifications, for fluorescent localization studies. Recombination in
pAG426Gal-GFP, yielded arrestin-GFP fusions with the GFP added at the 3’end of the coding
sequence. All arrestin containing expression plasmids were transformed into arrestin knockout
yeast strains by the LiAc/PEG mediated transformation method (Gietz et al., 1992). Positive
transformants were selected by growth on -Leu or -Ura media.
2.3 FUS1-lacZ gene induction assay. Pheromone-stimulated signaling activity was assessed
using the FUS1-lacZ gene induction assay as described previously (Kippert, 1995). Yeast strains,
were grown (5 mL cultures) overnight, in CSM (complete synthetic media) minimal media,
lacking uracil, or leucine and uracil, in 2 % glucose. The following morning cells were
5
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transferred into an equal volume of rich media (YPD with 2 % glucose). After 3-4 hours growth
in the rich media, Mat α cultures of EN06, EN07, EN08 and EN09, were incubated with equal
amounts of Mat a (201388) as a source of a-factor. Mat a strains EN59 and EN60 were treated
with the 1μM α-factor (Zymo Research). Untreated cultures were used as controls. After two
hours of incubation with or without pheromone, yeast cells were centrifuged and re-suspended in
300 μl Z-buffer (60mM Na2HPO4, 40mM NaH2PO4, 10mM KCL, 1m Mg2SO4) and the optical
density (OD) measured at 600 nm. All samples were then frozen in liquid nitrogen and stored at 20 °C. For analysis, samples were thawed, incubated at 30 °C for 30 minutes and diluted with the
addition of 700 μl Z-buffer containing β mercaptoethanol + 0.2 % sarcosyl to permeabilize the
samples. O-nitrophenyl-β-D-galactopyranoside (ONPG, 4 mg/ml) was added and the mixture
was incubated at 30 °C until a yellow color developed ( ~ 2-3 h). Subsequently, 400 μl of 1.5 M
Na2CO3 was added to stop the reaction. The samples were then centrifuged (10 minutes at
18,000 x g) and the OD at 420 nm measured. The relative β-galactosidase activity was calculated
using β galactosidase units = OD420×1000/t×v×OD600, where t is time and v is volume. All
experiments were repeated twice with three replicates on each occasion.
2.4 Quantitative mating efficiency assay. Strains were grown overnight in minimal CSM media
for plasmid selection, but containing 2 % glucose. These were transferred the following morning
to rich media for 3-4 h. EN cells (8×107 cells) were then mixed with (mated against) the parent
WT (2×107 cells) Mat α strain 201389 or Mat a strain 201388, to initiate mating, and then
filtered using 0.22 μm filter paper. Equal quantities of each strain were independently filtered to
serve as negative controls. The filter papers were placed on rich media plates and incubated for 3
h at 30 °C. Collected cells were subsequently washed and sonicated in a water bath for 30
seconds in phosphate buffered saline. 5×104 cells as well as three and nine fold dilutions of these
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were plated on CSM minimal media plates lacking both uracil and leucine, or lysine and
methionine, or histidine and uracil (as necessary) for 48 hours at 30 °C. The number of single
zygote colonies was then quantified and the mating efficiencies calculated according to the
method described previously (Sprague, 1991).
2.5 Localization of arrestin by confocal microscopy. EN60 cells expressing GFP tagged
arrestins or GFP alone, were cultured overnight in 2 % glucose, uracil minimal media to
maintain vectors. Cells were washed with 10 mM Tris, 1 mM EDTA, pH 7.4 (TE buffer), and
sterile water and re-suspended in an equal volume of rich induction media (YPD with 2 %
galactose and 1 % raffinose). After 4-5 h of growth cells were treated (or not) with 2.5 μM αfactor ligand for different time periods. The cells were mounted on microscope slides with 1.5 μl
of cell suspension mixed with 25 μl of hard mounting media and covered with a coverslip. Cells
were fixed in 3.7% final concentration of formaldehyde solution (F-79, Fisher Scientific) for 1 h
at room temperature before mounting in hard-set media. The slides were left undisturbed
overnight at room temperature and examined by confocal microscopy (LEICA SP5, 63x, oil
immersion lens), with excitation at 488 nm wavelength and emission monitored at 493-582 nm
wavelength. For each arrestin, 3-20 cells were imaged, looking at the top and bottom surfaces of
each cell in focus to determine z-thickness. Subsequently, 2D images (16 bit, 512x512,
24.6x24.6 micron, both brightfield and epifluorescent) were taken at the centre of the yeast cell
in focus with the same zoom factor (10), power and gain settings (750) across all images.
Fluorescence was assessed using Image J software (Schneider et al., 2012).
2.6 Statistics. All statistical analyses were performed using GraphPad Prism 6 (Graph pad,
California, USA) software. All data are reported as mean ± SEM. Treatment groups were
compared using either t-test or analysis of variance after assumptions of normality and equal
7
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variance were met for all data analyzed. In case of proportionate data, arcsine transformation
was completed to normalize the data before applying statistical tests. Differences between
multiple groups for different endpoints were tested using Fischer’s least significant difference
and probabilities ≤0.001 were considered significant.

2. RESULTS
In order to determine whether α-arrestins modulate alternate functionalities downstream of cell
cycle arrest, a series of yeast arrestin knockout strains were comparatively tested for both
classical pheromone-stimulated signal transduction and zygote formation.

2.1 Effect of arrestin knockout and complementation on pheromone stimulated signal
transduction. To evaluate effects on the classical pheromone-stimulated signal transduction, six
strains were analyzed, including four Mat α double arrestin knockouts and two Mat a lines
comprising noncuple (EN60, all knocked-out except Art9) and decuple (EN59) knockouts (Table
1; (Nikko and Pelham, 2009)), using the classical Ste2p-linked FUS1-lacZ gene induction assay
(Kippert, 1995). The double knockout lines were evaluated based on previous results showing
additive effects for the paired sister arrestins (Nikko et al., 2008; Alvarez, 2008). Unfortunately
the double Art1+Art10 knockout line was not available for this study, however both Art1 and
Art10 are knocked-out in the noncuple and decuple knockout lines, and considered therein.
When transformed with the FUS1-lacZ reporter vector and tested for ligand stimulated signal
transduction (Figure 2A), a number of very weak effects were detected. However, in our hands,
only the effect recorded for the EN07 line, which included knockout of Art3/Art6, and the
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noncuple knockout EN60 line, showed statistically relevant reductions in activity. These results
are reflected in the complementation experiments, where each of the arrestins was expressed one
at a time in the noncuple knockout (EN60). The EN60 cell line, although not entirely healthy in
its own right was selected over the decuple EN59 line, due to EN59 cells being unhealthy and
very slow to proliferate, likely associated with impact of no expressing arrestins on the general
health of the cell (Nikko and Pelham, 2009)). Here, while there seems to be a general effect of
arrestin expression to stimulate signal transduction above that of the noncuple knockout, again
possibly associated with general cellular fitness, the most potent effects above this background
are associated with Art1 and Art6 (Figure 2B). These results are consistent with the knockout
results and emphasize that in the EN07 line, it is likely loss of Art6, and not Art 3 that is
mediating the observed decrease in signaling events. Unfortunately, it is not possible to do a
similar comparison for Art1, lacking the double Art1/Art10 knockout line, but on their own the
complementation experiment highlights a weak effect of Art1 in pheromone-induced signal
transduction. Overall the effects observed upon deletion of, or complementation by arrestins on
FUS1-LacZ induction are all very weak, but at least partly consistent with a previous more in
depth report (Alvaro et al., 2014), and are not investigated further here.

2.2 Effect of arrestin knockout and complementation on zygote formation. In contrast, when the
same knockouts were tested for effect on mating events, looking at diploid zygote number,
significantly more potent effects were observed. In particular EN06, EN07 and EN09 showed
between 38 % and 47 % decreases in mating, with the noncuple (EN60) and decuple (EN59)
lines demonstrating evidence of possible additive effects, with 67 % and 56 % reductions in
mating respectively (Figure 3A). Obviously in the case of EN07, some of the reduction in
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zygote formation is likely attributable to reduced signaling activity as observed in Figure 2A.
However it is unlikely that all of the reduced zygote formation reported here is attributable to
loss of signaling, as the degree of signaling loss is relatively weak compared to the zygote
formation effect. It is also notable here, that the noncuple line has, albeit not an additive effect,
but at least a more pronounced effect on zygote formation than any of the double knockouts,
implying possible redundant roles for multiple arrestins in zygote formation. Art2 and Art8,
which appear to have no effect on zygote formation, would be excluded from this list.
Interestingly, in the complementation experiment (Figure 3B), while Art1 expression yielded a
significant recovery of mating activity, showing a 35% increase over the EN60 knockdown level,
none of the other single arrestins yielded any significant effect. This highlights a possible
selective role for Art1 as a key component in downstream mating events related to zygote
formation. However, it should be noted that Art1 only led to a partial recovery of activity, and
consistent with the knockdown experiments, other arrestins (including Art 3, Art4, Art5, Art6,
Art7, Art10) may collectively contribute to zygote formation in native cells, but their individual
contribution is below the sensitivity of the currently applied complementation assay, or
dependent on the presence of other arrestins.
2.3 Phenotypic characterizations and localization of arrestins upon ligand-stimulation. To
further investigate the role of the α-arrestins in mating, select complemented EN60 cell lines
were characterized phenotypically. Under the condition of ligand-stimulated induction in the
absence of an opposing mating cell (i.e. with the addition of α-factor directly to the
complemented cells) no evidence of any defined projection formation was observed for the
EN60 cell line, or either of the Art3-GFP or Art6-GFP complemented lines (Figure 4). This
observation is somewhat inconsistent with the observed low levels of zygote formation reported
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for these same lines (Figure 3). However this discrepancy is likely explained by the presence of
healthy opposite mating yeast cells, producing normal projections and secreting targeted
gradients of pheromone in the zygote formation assay (discussed further below). In contrast to
Art3-GFP and Art6-GFP, cells complemented with Art1-GFP showed a recovery of projection
formation upon ligand stimulation (Figure 4), despite just the bulk addition of pheromone. This
recovery of projection formation for Art1-GFP is consistent with the observed recovery of
zygote formation (Figure 3).
Subsequently, localization was evaluated with respect to Ste2p ligand stimulation, by
observation of fluorescence emitted from the overexpressed GFP-tagged arrestins in the EN60
line. The functional relevance of GFP-tagged Art1, as well as other GST-tagged and Myc-tagged
yeast arrestin-like proteins has been demonstrated previously (Lin et al., 2008; Hatakeyama et
al., 2010). At time 0 prior to pheromone stimulation, the GFP-tagged arrestins were evenly
dispersed throughout the cytoplasm (Figure 4). This is at least partially as expected based on a
previous report, where GFP tagged Art1 was shown to localize to both the cytoplasm and the
trans golgi network (Lin et al., 2008). The difference with respect to the golgi may be related to
the background of the EN60 cell line (Table 1), compared to the cell lines used in this earlier
study (SEY6210 and BY4742), which were not modified to eliminate expression of all the
arrestins. As mentioned above the EN60 cells are not in the best of health (Nikko & Pelham,
2009) No changes were observed at 10 minutes post-pheromone stimulation, when the Ste2p
would be internalized (Figure 4). However, by 30 minutes post-ligand induction, Art1-GFP is
starting to co-localize with internal organelles, possibly to the trans golgi network, consistent
with its documented role in internalization (Lin et al., 2008; Alvaro et al., 2014). Interestingly,
by one hour post-stimulation, strong localization to the mating projection itself is observed
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(Figure 4). This is in contrast to the GFP alone control, which remained localized to the cytosol
throughout. Art3-GFP and Art6-GFP showed no sequestration to internal organelles upon ligand
stimulation and of course with no phenotypic evidence of a projection formation, could be
expected to localize to the projection. Thus not only does Art1-GFP selectively localize to the
projection formation, it appears that it is essential for projection formation in the first place, in
contrast to Art3 and Art6.

3. DISCUSSION
Mammalian arrestins have been shown to mediate endocytosis of GPCRs through ubiquitination
and direct mediation of signaling pathways (DeWire et al., 2008; Goodman et al., 1996; Luttrell
and Gesty-Palmer, 2010). Indeed β-arrestin-biased signaling by GPCRs is a now a welldocumented mechanism of signal transduction linked to alternate GPCR functionalities (Reiter et
al., 2012; Kenakin and Christopoulos, 2013). With the recent demonstration of a role for αarrestins in the internalization of Ste2p (Alvaro et al., 2014), the possibility of alternate arrestinfunctionalities in yeast pheromone mating is raised.
Here, overall, while a systematic evaluation of arrestin knockout lines demonstrates some
very weak modulation of classical pheromone-induced signaling activities, generally consistent
with a previous report (Alvaro et al., 2014), significantly stronger effects on downstream mating
(zygote formation) events are reported, linked primarily to Art1. This is supported by
phenotypic observations associating Art1 with projection formation, as well as localization
studies, which demonstrated not only internalization of Art1-GFP upon ligand stimulation, but
very distinctive and selective association of the Art1p-GFP with the mating projection at one
hour post-ligand stimulation (Figure 4). This latter observation is consistent with previous
12
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reports that have demonstrated high-densities of Ste2p-GFP also localizing to the mating
projection subsequent to cell cycle arrest (Jackson et al., 1991), as well as another report that
shows a direct interaction between Ste2p and Art1 (Alvaro et al., 2014). Whether the interaction
between Ste2p and Art1 is responsible for the localization of Art1 to the projection remains to be
determined.
Interestingly, the later report highlights interactions and roles for not only Art1, but also
Art4 and Art7 in Ste2p internalization. All three of these arrestins were shown to bind to the Cterminal tail of Ste2p and to be required for internalization. However, while Art4 and Art7 were
implicated in acting directly on the pheromone receptor in its ligand-occupied conformation
effecting de-sensitisation, Art1 (Ldb19) action was proposed to be different, functioning mainly
in basal turnover with an enigmatic mechanism of action (Alvaro et al., 2014). Thus, while both
Art1 and Art4 were shown to mediate their effects through recruitment of Rsp5 to the receptor
(Alvaro et al., 2014), the findings reported herein further emphasize that Art1 mediates distinct
functional effects in downstream yeast mating events.
Toward further deciphering the functional roles for Art1 in mating, it is interesting to note that
there is no evidence of schmoo formation in the Art3-GFP and Art6-GFP complemented EN60
cultures, nor in the GFP-only expressing EN60 line when observed microscopically (Figure 4).
This is in contrast to what one might expect based on the zygote formation data (Figure 3), where
the EN60 cell line itself, as well as the Art3 and Art6 complemented EN60 cell lines, showed
some low levels (up to 20 %) of relative zygote formation. This discrepancy is likely explained
by the presence of healthy opposite mating yeast cells with good mating projection formations
and secreting targeted gradients of pheromone in the zygote formation assay. This would lead to
a higher level of mating events, as compared to what would be expected when the same cells are
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simply treated with bulk pheromone. At the same time, this observation suggests that the lower
level of mating activity observed in the EN60 cell line is at least in part related to loss of
projection formation, and shows that projection formation is not recovered by expression of
either Art3-GFP or Art6-GFP. That neither Art3-GFP, or Art6-GFP, expression contributed to
recovery of projection formation is consistent with a previous report concluding that these
arrestins likely do not play any role in yeast mating responses (Alvaro et al., 2014), most likely
related to differences in secondary and tertiary structures (Lim et al., 2008) On the other hand,
projection formation is recovered in the Art1-GFP expressing EN60 line, emphasizing that not
only does Art1 localize to the projection, but that Art1 may play a selective role specifically in
chemotactic growth or projection formation. Interestingly, receptor internalization has been
previously proposed to contribute to the distribution of the receptor during chemotropic growth
that yields the projection (Suchkov et al., 2010). The results reported herein, support the
possibility that Art1 may play a role in mediating this mechanism. Whether the localization of
Art1 to the projection and its role in projection formation is infact linked to Ste2p remains to be
determined.

Conclusion: While the relevance to interactions with Ste2p and other mating machinery remains
to be investigated, the results reported here present evidence of two novel effects of Art1 in
downstream mating. These effects are independent of classical pheromone-mediated signaling
and emphasizes a role in events associated with projection formation and zygote formation.
Whether such a role for Art1 in mating events downstream of classical cell cycle arrest and
receptor internalization is related to arrestin-mediated alternate signal transduction remains to be
evaluated.
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FIGURE LEGENDS:

FIGURE 1. Overview of events that comprise the S. cerevisiae pheromone mating response.
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FIGURE 2. Characterization of pheromone induced signal transduction in arrestin
knockout yeast lines. All yeast lines were transformed with the pSB234 for evaluation of FUS1lacZ induction. (A) Pheromone-stimulated signalling in arrestin knockout lines. Mat α cultures of
double arrestin knockouts EN06, EN07, EN08 and EN09, were treated with equal amounts of
Mat a cells (strain 201388) as a source of a-factor and assayed for β-galactosaidase activity. Mat
a cultures of the decuple EN59 and noncuple EN60 were incubated with the 1μM α-factor and
assayed for β-galactosaidase activity. Values are representative of two independent experiments.
Comparisons between mutant values with those of WT were made using a one-way ANOVA
test. Stars denotes significant differences to WT with P<0.001. (B) Pheromone-stimulated
signalling in complemented arrestin knockout lines. The ligand-stimulated induction of
pheromone induced signaling in arrestin knockout line EN60, transformed with the indicated
arrestin expression vectors, was determined by evaluation of induction of the FUS1-lacZ reporter
gene in the presence of α-factor. Values (mean±SE) are representative of two independent
experiments with three replicates in each experiment. Mean values that share one or more of the
same letters are not significantly different (P<0.001).

FIGURE 3. Characterization of mating efficiencies in arrestin knockout lines. (A) Relative
diploid zygote formation of arrestin knockouts. Arrestin knockouts were mated against Mat a or
Mat α yeast strains (201388/201389) and zygote growth selected on minimal media plates.
Values are representative of six to eight independent experiments. Comparisons between mutant
values with those of WT were made using a one-way ANOVA test. Stars denotes significant
differences to WT with P<0.001. (B) Relative diploid zygote formation of complemented arrestin
knockouts. EN60 yeast strains transformed with plasmid expressing the indicated arrestin protein
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were mated against Mat α 201389 strain and diploid zygotes were selected on minimal media
plates. Values are representative of six to eight independent experiments. Mean values that share
on or more of the same letters are not significantly different (P<0.001).

FIGURE 4. Localization of Art1-GFP, Art3-GFP and Art-6 GFP in response to α-factor
ligand stimulation. Plasmids expressing arrestin-GFP or GFP alone, were transformed into the
noncuple arrestin null EN60 yeast strain. The localization of arrestin-GFPs was monitored in the
absence (0 minutes) and presence of 2.5 μM α-factor ligand at the indicated times after ligand
addition, by confocal fluorescent microscopy.
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TABLES:

Table 1: Description and source of yeast strains used in this study.

Strain

Genotype

Source

201389
201388
EN06 (ΔArt4, ΔArt7)
EN07 (ΔArt6, ΔArt3)
EN08 (ΔArt8, ΔArt2)
EN09 (ΔArt9, ΔArt5)
EN59 (ΔArt1-10)

Matα his3 leu2 lys2 ura3
Mata his3 leu2 met15 ura3
Matα rod1::G418 rog3::G418 his3 ura3 leu2
Matα aly1::G418 aly2::G418 his3 ura3 leu2
Matα ecm21::G418 csr2::G418 his3 ura3 leu2
Matα ygr068c::G418 rim8::G418 his3 ura3 leu2
Mata ecm21::G418 csr2::G418 bsd2 rog3::natMXrod1
ygr068c aly2 aly1 ldb19 rim8 ylr392c::HIS his3 ura3 leu2
Mata ecm21::G418 csr2::G418 bsd2 rog3::natMX rod1
ygr068c aly2 aly1 ldb19 ylr392c::HIS his3 ura3 leu2

ATCC
ATCC
(Nikko and Pelham, 2009)
(Nikko and Pelham, 2009)
(Nikko and Pelham, 2009)
(Nikko and Pelham, 2009)
(Nikko and Pelham, 2009)

EN60 (ΔArt1-8 & 10)
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